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The aim of the present work is to provide an in-depth analysis of the most representative 
mirroring techniques used in SPH to enforce boundary conditions (BC) along solid profiles. 
We specifically refer to dunimy particles, ghost particles, and Takeda et al. [Prog. Theor. 
Phys. 92 (1994), 939] boundary integráis. The analysis has been carried out by studying 
the convergence of the first- and second-order differential operators as the smoothing length 
(that is, the characteristic length on which relies the SPH interpolation) decreases. These 
differential operators are of fundamental importance for the computation of the viscous drag 
and the viscous/diffusive terms in the momentum and energy equations. It has been proved 
that cióse to the boundaries some of the mirroring techniques leads to intrinsic inaccuracies 
in the convergence of the differential operators. A consistent formulation has been derived 
starting from Takeda et al.1' boundary integráis (see the above reference). This original 
formulation allows implementing no-slip boundary conditions consistently in many practical 
applications as viscous flows and diffusion problems. 
Subject Index: 024 
§1. Introduction 
The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics scheme (hereinafter SPH) is a Lagrangian 
model based on a smoothing of the spatial differential operators of the fluid-dynamics 
equations and on their subsequent discretization through a finite number of fluid par-
ticles. The smoothing procedure (which is made at the continuum level) is performed 
by using a weight function (also called kernel function) with a compact support whose 
characteristic length is the smoothing length h. After the smoothed equations are 
discretized through fluid particles, the resolution of the discrete SPH scheme is a 
function of both the smoothing length and the mean particle distance dx. In this 
framework, the (continuous) equations of the fluid-dynamics should be recovered as 
both h and dx/h tend simultaneously to zero.4) 
The SPH simulations in engineering involve usually solid boundary conditions 
(BC) for the velocity field and Dirichlet and Neumann type BC for other fields as, 
for instance, the temperature. In the SPH framework, these conditions are tackled 
in a number of ways: by using boundary forces-type models;5) by modifying the 
structure of the kernel in the neighborhood of the boundaries;6) by creating virtual 
partióles inside the solid boundary domain through mirroring techniques. This latter 
approach is the main focus of the present work. 
The need for virtual particles arises mainly from the incompleteness of the ker-
nel cióse the boundary. Creating those particles produces an immersion of the solid 
boundary into a complete kernel región. Note that Peskin's7) immersed boundary 
method (IBM) can be seen as a precedent of these techniques. Differential opera-
tors are then evaluated cióse to the boundary using these virtual particles, whose 
properties are obtained from the fluid región through mirroring techniques. 
Unfortunately, the consistency of these operators at the boundary has not re-
ceived much attention in the SPH literature. The present work provides a detailed 
insight on this topic by studying the convergence of the SPH smoothing and differ-
ential operators when the different mirroring techniques are used. Similarly to the 
work of Colagrossi et al.8) who discussed the influence of the truncation of differ-
ential operators cióse to a free surface, the present analysis has been performed at 
the continuum. Incidentally, we underline that at the discrete level the accuracy of 
the different approximations of the viscous terms has been widely discussed.6)'9)-13) 
Notwithstanding that, our analysis shows some new and important results. First, we 
prove that intrinsic inaccuracies arise in the evaluation of the SPH differential oper-
ators and, for some mirroring techniques, the occurrence of singularities is observed. 
This problem is also relevant at the discrete level. In Colagrossi et al.14) and in Souto 
et al.,15) the consistency of the mirroring techniques was studied by performing a 
series of numerical test cases. That analysis clearly proved the existence of incon-
gruities in the evaluation of the viscous term cióse to the solid boundaries. Then, 
starting from the work of Takeda et al.,1) we derived a novel consistent mirroring 
technique. This is accurate up to second-order differential operators and, therefore, 
proves to be appropriate for flow in which diffusive/dissipative effects play a relevant 
role. 
The paper is organized as follows: first, the SPH formalism is presented and the 
consistency of the first- and second-order differential operators far from the bound-
aries is summarized. The properties of these operators are, then, explored when 
acting on fields defined cióse to a boundary for a class of mirroring techniques widely 
used in practical applications. Intrinsic inaccuracies are found in the computation 
of these operators cióse to the boundaries and, for some flows and mirroring tech-
niques combinations, the occurrence of singularities is detected. Finally, the original 
consistent formulation is presented and some numerical test cases are performed in 
order to prove the relevance of the theoretical findings in actual applications. 
§2. Continuous SPH approximation of differential operators 
Before proceeding to the analysis, we briefly recall the principal results about 
the consistency of the continuous SPH formulation without boundaries. The fluid 
domain is Í2 = Rd and, therefore, its boundary is dü = 0. 
Let W (x; h) be a function depending on h > 0 defined by 
-h\)- ( 2 4 ) W (x;h) :=-r¡W ( 
where W : R —> R is a nonnegative differentiable function such that: 
r roo 
1= W(\x\)dx = ud W(r)rd-ldr, (2-2) 
Js.d Jo 
and the constant w<¿ represents the volume of the unit sphere in Rd. We also assume 
that the function 
F(r) :=--W'{r), (2-3) 
is bounded and nonnegative for r > 0 and that: 
sup raW (r) , supr"!^ ' ( r ) , are finite for any a > 0. (2-4) 
This amounts to saying that W and its derivative decay at infinity faster than any 
polynomial function. This condition is satisfied if, for instance, W is a Gaussian 
function or has bounded support. Note that 
VxW(x;h) = -]^F^x. (2-5) 
In the following we denote by u (x) a smooth scalar field on Rd. 
• The continuous SPH approximation of the velocity field u through the kernel 
W is defined as: 
(u) (x) := I u (»') W (x- »'; h) dx'. (2-6) 
Js.d 
This expression implies (see, for instance, Colagrossi & Landrini16)): 
(u)(x) =u(x) + 0(h2). (2-7) 
• Partial derivatives dXku are approximated by: 
(dXku) (x) := / u {x') dXk W(x- x'- h) dx'. (2-8) 
JRd 
This formula is equivalent to (2-6) since the hypotheses made on the kernel 
ensure tha t : 
(dXku) (x) = dXk (u) (x) = - u (x') d > W (x - x'\ h) dx 
Jw,d k 
d> u (x') W (x — x'\ h) dx, 
d k 
by integration by parts. However, note that (2-8) makes sense even if the 
partial derivatives of u are not well-defined. It follows (see, for instance, Hu & 
Adams17)) that: 
(dXku) (x) = dXku + O {h2) . (2-9) 
• The approximation (Au) for the Laplacian of a function is seldom used. Instead 
of it, the following formula due to Morris et al. (M)2) and Español et al.18) is 
preferred in the SPH framework: 
(Au)M (x) := 2 / ^x'-x)^-W{x'-x-h) ^ ^ _ ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Jm.d \x' — x\ 
As proved in Español & Revenga,18) it follows: 
(Au)M(x) =Au(x) + 0(h2). (2-11) 
Again, note that no a priori assumptions on the smoothness of u have to be 
made in order to define (Au)M. 
• Finally, let us recall the approximation of the Laplacian of the velocity field 
u := (u\,...,Ud) introduced by Monaghan-Cleary-Gingold (MCG)3) for incom-
pressible flows: 
(Au)MCG (x) = 2(d + 2) í (x'-x)-(u(x')-u(x))VxW (x/ _ x. h^ dxi_ 
JRd \x' — X\ 
(242) 
If the velocity field is unidirectional and only depends on the last variable xd, 
i.e. 
u(x) = (u(xd),0,-,0), (2-13) 
then the field (Au)MCG is of the form: 
(Au)MCG = ((Au)lMCG , 0,..., O) , (2-14) MCG _ ^ ^ " V M C G 
(for details, see identities (B-3a), (B-3b), (B-4) in Appendix B). This means 
that only its first component is not identically zero. Therefore, given a smooth 
scalar field u depending on the variable x¿, we shall make a slight abuse of 
notation and write 
(Au)MCG := (Au)lMCG , (245) 
where u is the velocity field defined by (243). 
Next, we recall the consistency properties of these approximation schemes. For 
the sake of simplicity, we show them for functions u (x) = xpd, p = 0 ,1, . . . depending 
only on the last variable. 
1. For p = 0,1 the approximation (u) is exact: 
(1) = 1, (xd)=xd, (246) 
while for p > 2, 
(xpd)=xpd + 0(h*). (247) 
2. The approximation of the partial derivative (dXdu) is exact for p < 2: 
(dXdl) = 0, (dXdxd) = l, (dXdx2d) = 2xd, (248) 
while for p > 3 we have: 
(dXdxpd) = pxp~l + O {h2) . (249) 
Xd 
Au (Xd) 
UB 
J K 
Fig. 1. Unidirectional vector field. 
3. The approximate Laplacian is exact for polynomials of degreep < 3 (see Español 
& Revenga18)): 
(A1)M = 0, (Axd)M = 0, {Ax2d)M = 2, {Ax3d)M = 6xd, (2-20) 
while for p > 4: 
(Axpd)M=V{V-l)xp-2 + 0{h2). (2-21) 
4. Note that the unidirectional field (2-13) is divergence-free. Then, as proved in 
Hu & Adams,17) if u (xd) = xpd is a polynomial with p < 3 
< ^ > M C G = (AxPd)u =A%Pd=P(p- 1) ar 
P - 2 
d ' 
while for p > 4 
( ^ > M C G = (AOu + ° (^ = P (P " 1) < " 2 + ^ ( ^ ) 
§3. Analysis of the mirroring models 
(2-22) 
(2-23) 
The most representative mirroring techniques in SPH are: rows of fixed (bound-
ary velocity) dummy particles (UOM),3) ghost particles with antisymmetric mirroring 
(ASM)16)-19) and the Takeda et al.1) imaginary particles. For completeness, we add 
to these ones the symmetric mirroring technique (SSM) which is generally used to 
mirror the tangential velocity when free slip boundary conditions are imposed.16) 
For the sake of simplicity, we consider unidirectional velocity fields u (x) defined 
in the upper-half plañe 
Rd+:={(x',xd) € Rd : xd > o} , 
that are infinitely differentiable and that satisfy a no-slip boundary condition on 
< := 0Rd+ = {(» ' , 0) : x' € Rd~l 
The fact that dW\_ is a planar boundary is far form being overly restrictive. In fact, a 
regular solid surface can be approximated with its tangent plañe in the neighborhood 
of the fluid particle for h <C 1. In this framework, the tangent plañe can be identified 
with x¿ = 0. 
This class of velocity fields appear in a number of canonical problems in different 
physical contexts as, for instance, unidirectional incompressible fluid flow (Couette, 
plañe Poiseuille, etc.). Note that heat conduction problems also fit this framework 
by replacing the velocity with the temperature field. 
In general, such a velocity field has the following form (see Fig. 1): 
u(x):=(u(xd),0,...,0). (3-1) 
We assume that u (x) satisfies the boundary condition: 
u(x',0) = (u(0),0,...,0) = (UB,0,...,0), 
where UB is the boundary velocity magnitude and, cióse to the boundary inside the 
fluid domain, the component u has the form: 
u(xd) = UB + aiXd + a2Xd + •••• (3-2) 
The mirroring techniques we deal with produce an extensión ñ (x) of the velocity 
field u (x) to the whole space Rd. Here, we analyze the action of the continuous 
SPH approximation of the difierential operators introduced in §2 on these mirrored 
(extended) velocity fields. Due to the specific form of the velocity fields, this cor-
responds to an extensión of the scalar function u (xd), defined only of the half axis 
Xd > 0, to a function ñ(xd) defined on the whole real line R. The linear character 
of the difierential operators considered here, allows us to study independently their 
action on each of the summands in the expansión (3-2). 
All the mirroring procedures have the property that the constant profile u {x¿) = 
UB extends to Rd as ñ(xd) = UB- Therefore, in view of the considerations made in 
§2 we deduce that: 
<ü)(x',0) =ñ(0) = UB, 
and 
(dXdü) (x',0) = (Aü)M (x',0) = (Aü)MCG (x',0) = 0. 
Note that the mirroring techniques extend a continuous function on R^ _ to a con-
tinuous function on Rd. Therefore, the SPH approximations (ñ) and (dXdñ) to ñ 
(which is continuous) and dXdñ (which may present discontinuities) respectively, are 
always smooth functions on Rd. On the other hand, the SPH approximations to the 
Laplacian of ñ, {Au)M and {Au)MCG are of the same order of differentiability of ñ. 
Finally, in order to lighten our writing, we introduce the following /¿-independent 
constants that will appear repeatedly in the rest of the article: 
M 0 : = / F(\y\)dy, (3-3) 
Mi:= í ydF(\y\)dy, (34) 
i 
/////, 
1 
*/u (xd) 
^ 
R^ 
< 
/ / / / / /-w / / / / / 
Fig. 2. Constant extensión UOM. 
C P := / \yd\pW(\y\)dy, 
KP--= I VMF{\y\)dy. 
id \y\ 
(3-5) 
(3-6) 
Note that C0 = 1 and K2 = 1/2 (d + 2). 
3.1. Constant extensión (UOM) 
Define the constant extensión of u as (see Fig. 2): 
ñ{x):^> U{X) Xd>^ 
UB xd < 0. 
This technique is usually referred to as the Dummy Particles (DP) method. It 
is simple to implement and has been used, for instance, by Monaghan3) for modeling 
a transient Couette flow. 
Since the function u (x) only depends on xd, we obtain the following expression 
for the boundary valúes of the different SPH approximations: 
(AU)MCCAX'>° 
< Ü ) ( X ' , 0 ) : 
(dXkü){x',0)=j 
(Aü)M(x',0) = ^ 
2 (d + 2) 
u(hyd)W(\y\)dy + ^ , 
d Z 
uihy^ykFdyDdy-UBMi 
u{hyd)F{\y\)dy-UB^-
d Z 
h2 u(hyd)^F(\y\)dy-UB
M
° 
í \y\ Id 
(3-7) 
(3-8) 
(3-9) 
(340) 
Details on the derivation of these formulas are given in Appendix B.l. Note that 
(dXkü) = 0iik^d. 
Consider a general polynomial profile u (x) = UB + xpd with p > 1. The following 
expression holds: 
<ü> (*', 0) = UB + h? I yPdW (\y\) dy = UB + hp^. 
Using the identities (A-5), (A-6), (A-7) in the Appendix A and the fact that all 
differential operators are linear (and therefore, (dXdñ) (x',0) = {dXdxpd) (x',0) + 
(dXdUB ) (x', 0) = (dXdxpd ) (x', 0)), we obtain: 
(dXdü) (x', 0) = hp~l í yp+1F (\y\) dy = tf-1^, 
. ( 2M1h~1, íoip = l, 
{Aü)M(x',0)=2hp-2 ypF(\y\)dy=\ 1, for p = 2, 
JK ( hp~2 (p - 1) Cp-2, íorp>2. 
(Aü)MCG (x', 0) = 2 (d + 2) hp~2 í $§• F (\y\) dy 
JR*. \y\ 
2(d + 2)Kih-\ íoip = l, 
1, for p = 2, 
hp-22(d + 2)Kp iorp>2. 
3.2. Antisymmetric extensión (ASM) 
Next we consider the antisymmetric extensión of u defined as (see Fig. 3): 
V ( T ) - í U^ X d > ° > 
u W - \ 2UB-u(x',-xd) xd<0. 
This is the most widespread method to implement the solid BC. In the SPH 
literature it is generally referred to as the ghost particles (GP) method (e.g. 16), 
19),20)). The expressions for the boundary valúes are: 
{ü)(x',0)=UB, (341) 
(dXdü) {x',0) = \ í u(hyd)ydF(\y\)dy- ^ ^ , (3-12) 
and 
(Aü)M (x', 0) = {Aü)MCG {x', 0) = 0. (3-13) 
We again refer to Appendix B.l for a justification of these results. 
The polynomial profiles u (x) = UB + xpd, p > 1, behave as: 
<ü)(x',0) =UB, 
Fig. 3. Antisymmetric extensión ASM. 
{dXdü)(x',0)=2h?-1 / ypd+1F(\y\)dy 
= hp~lv I \ydf~1 W (\y\) dy = h^pC^, 
(the last equality follows from formula (A-7) in Appendix A) and 
(Aü)M(x',0) = (Aü)MCG(x',0)=0. 
3.3. Symmetric extensión (SSM) 
In this section we deal with the symmetric extensión of u defined as (see Fig. 4): 
u(x) xd > 0, 
u(x) := 
u(x',-xd) xd<0. 
This procedure is used to enforce a free-slip boundary condition along solid 
boundaries and, further, is widely applied to mirror the density and pressure fields.16) 
Then, for the sake of completeness we include its analysis. 
The corresponding formulas for the boundary valúes are (see Appendix B.l): 
(344) 
(345) 
(346) 
(ü)(x',0)=2 u(hyd)W(\y\)dy, 
(dXdu){x',0)=0, 
{Aü)M(x',0) = h? 2 I u{hyd)F{\y\)dy-UBM0 • d 
ÍAU)MCG{X'>°) = 
2(d + 2) 
u(hyd)—¿F(\y\)dy-
í \y\ d 
(347) 
Fig. 4. Symmetric extensión SSM. 
If u{x) = UB + xpd with p > 1, we obtain, using identities (A-5), (A-6), (A-7) in 
Appendix A, the following results: 
<ü> (x', 0)=UB + 2W / y ^ (|y|) dy = UB + /¿PCP, 
<9X ( ¡ü)(x / ,0)=0, 
(Aü)M(x',0)=4hV-2 f ypdF(\y\)dy 
AMih~l, forp = l, 
2, for p = 2, 
hp-22(p-l)Cp-2, iovp>2. 
( 4(d + 2)K1h~1, forp = l, 
(Aü)MCG (x', 0) = \ 2, for p = 2, 
( hp~2A(d + 2)Kp íoip>2. 
3.4. Takeda et al.1) extensión 
We define the Takeda et al.1) extensión of a function u (xd) by: 
u (x'd) x'd>0, 
¿i 
Xd 
where Xd > 0 and x'd € R. Note that this extensión procedure is slightly different 
from those previously discussed. Indeed, it associates to each point Xd in the fluid 
domain an extended field ñ(x'd,Xd) defined for x'd € R and the extensión actually 
depends on the point Xd- Figure 5 provides an illustration of this procedure. 
u(x'd,xd) 
Fig. 5. Takeda et a l . 1 ' extensión. 
As done before, let u (a;<¿) = xpd + UB with p > 1. Clearly, we have: 
- f / \._¡ (%d)P + UB x'd> 0, 
U(Xd, Xd) • S n—1 . , 
V y
 l < ^d + ^B X'd < 0. 
Note that for p = 1, we have «(a;¿, a;<¿) = a;¿ + C/B- NOW, for p > 2, 
(ü){x',0)=UB + hp í ypdW{\y\)dy. 
J«.d+ 
The expression for the derivative is the following: 
(dXdñ)(x',0)=hv-1 f ypd+1F(\y\)dy. 
Concerning the Laplacian, we obtain: 
(Aü)M(x',0)=2hP-2 í ypdF(\y\)dy, 
and 
(Aü)MCG {x\ 0) = 2 (d + 2) ^ " 2 / y ^ F (|y|) dy. 
JK.d+ \y\ 
Then, using the identity (A-7), we conclude that the boundary valúes take the fol-
lowing form: 
{ UB for p = 1, 
(
^ ' ° H UB + »% forp>l, 
(dXdü)(x',0) 
1 for p = 1, 
hP-iPC^l forp>l, 
Table I. Summary of the results of §3.5. 
Mirroring^ 
Operator | 
<«> 
(dXdu) 
(AU)M 
(Au)MCG 
UOM 
P 
0 
UB 
0 
0 
0 
1 2 
UB + h UB + h2 
1/2 h 
1/h 1 
1/h 1 
> 3 
UB+hp 
h?-1 
hp-'2 
hp-'2 
ASM 
P 
0 1 2 > 3 
UB UB UB UB 
0 1 h h?-1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Takeda et al.1 ' 
P 
0 1 2 > 3 
UB UB UB + h2 UB + hp 
0 1 h hv-1 
0 0 1 hp-'2 
0 0 1 hp-'2 
Mirroring^ 
Operator | 
(u) 
(dXdu) 
(AU)M 
(Au)MCG 
SSM 
P 
0 
UB 
0 
0 
0 
1 
UB+h 
0 
1/h 
1/h 
2 
UB+h2 
0 
2 
2 
> 3 
UB+hp 
0 
hp-2 
hp-2 
exact 
P 
0 
UB 
0 
0 
0 
1 2 
UB UB 
1 0 
0 2 
0 2 
> 3 
UB 
0 
0 
0 
Table II. 
Mirroring^ 
Operator J, 
<«> 
( S x d « ) 
<^-")M 
( 4 « ) M C G 
Results with the alternative formulation. 
Alternative Takeda 
P 
0 
[/B 
0 
0 
0 
1 2 > 3 
UB UB + h2 UB + hp 
1 h hv-1 
0 2 hp-'2 
0 2 / i p " 2 
exact 
P 
0 
[/B 
0 
0 
0 
1 2 
C/B % 
1 0 
0 2 
0 2 
> 3 
[/B 
0 
0 
0 
{Aü)M(x',0) = 
(Aü)MCG(x',0) --
for p = 1, 
for p > 1, 
for p = 1, 
''2(d + 2)Kp f o r p > l . 
0 
í ° 
3.5. Summary of results 
A summary of the results obtained in the previous Sections for a velocity field 
of the type: 
u{x) := (UB+xpd,0,...,0), xd>0, 
as Xd approaches the boundary x¿ = 0 is presented in Tables I and II. We highlight 
the following facts: 
1. All the mirroring techniques considered in the present work are consistent in 
the sense that the exact boundary valué of the velocity field is recovered as the 
parameter h tends to zero. 
2. When a linear field is mirrored by means of the UOM and SSM models, the 
boundary valúes that are obtained for the second derivatives are divergent as 
h approaches zero. This means that they are inadequate for modeling viscous 
flows. The reason for this singular behavior is that both the UOM and SSM ex-
tensions of a linear field have a discontinuous first derivative. As a consequence, 
their second derivatives produce delta functions concentrated on x¿ = 0. 
3. The ASM model gives second derivatives that are nuil at the boundary, regard-
less of the velocity field considered. This is due to cancellation properties in 
the integráis defining the SPH approximations and are a consequence of the 
symmetry of the kernel. 
4. The same reasons are responsible for the lack of accuracy on the computation of 
the first derivatives of a linear field extended by the UOM and SSM techniques. 
5. Takeda et al.1) provides similar results to ASM model with the very significant 
difference that boundary valué of the second derivative of a quadratic field is 
not nuil and equals half its exact valué. 
6. The results obtained using the MCG viscous term do not present any significant 
difference with M term ones. 
7. Each mirroring technique that produces an extensión that is twice differentiable 
produces satisfactory results for differential operators of order at most two. 
Anyway, note that this approach is very expensive from the computational 
point of view. 
§4. A novel consistent formulation 
In view of the results presented in the previous section, it is clear that none of 
the considered mirroring techniques allow the first- and second-order SPH operators 
to converge towards the correct solution when the velocity field has the form (3-1). 
Anyway, note that the Takeda et al. approximation is consistent up to order one and 
only fails to give the correct valué of the SPH Laplacians on polynomials of order 
two by a constant factor. A natural way to put remedy to this flaw is to properly 
renormalize the differential operator. Then let us consider the following functions: 
LM.,2 {%d) = g < ^ ) M (x'>xd) , 
¿MCG,2 (Xd) = ~ (Av)MGG (x',Xd) • 
In the above expressions, v stands for the Takeda et al. extensión of the quadratic 
field v (xd) := x\ + C/JS- Recall that: 
V[Xd,Xd) 
(x'df + UB 
Xdx'd + UB 
x'd>0, 
^ < 0 , 
and, for instance: 
LM,2 (Xd) = h? Vd>-Xd/h 
(xd + hydfF(\y\)dy 
1 
+ R (xd, h), +Xd I {xd - hyd) F {\y\) dy -x\ j F{\y\)dy 
Jyd<-xd/h Js,d J 
where the remainder R(xd,h) = h~lXdj
 >_x ,hydF (\y\) dy tends to zero faster 
than any polynomial as h —> 0+ . 
Note that 
LM,2 (0) = ¿MCG,2 (0) = - . 
We can the refere define the modified Laplacians: 
(Au)ü(x',xd) = (Au)M(x',xd) 
(Aü)MCG(x',xd) 
¿MCG,2 (Xd) 
which clearly satisfy: 
{Añ)}i(x',0) = {Añ)}iCG(x',0)=2, 
as desired. This result is of great importance since the novel formulation proposed 
here, being consistent, allows a correct implementation of the no-slip boundary con-
ditions in those problems where the viscous or diffusive terms play a determinant 
role. Hereinafter the consistent formulation will be named Renormalized Takeda 
formulation. 
§5. Pouseuille flow 
The steady plañe Poiseuille flow can be described in R2 by the mathematical 
expression (see Batchelor21)): 
V P Au(x2) = , (5-1) ¡i 
where u is the first component of the unidirectional velocity field u = (u, 0), V P 
is a constant pressure gradient that drives the flow between the two parallel plates 
towards the increasing x\ valúes and p, is the dynamic viscosity. The boundary 
conditions used for this case will consider UB = 0 for simplicity. The parallel plates 
will be set at x2 = 0 and #2 = 1 consequently the boundary conditions can be 
expressed as: 
u(0) = 0, 
u(l) = 0. 
The solution to this problem for a pressure gradient, -^- = —2, is given by the 
u(x2) = x2(l - x2). (5-2) 
The Pouseuille flow is a sufficient paradigmatic example that presents enough gener-
ality and contains the inconsistencies detected in the formulation described before. 
The solution of a Pouseuille flow is a superposition of a linear velocity field (p = 1) 
plus a quadratic velocity field (j> = 2). 
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Fig. 6. UOM extensión. Left: Laplacian of (5-2). Right: dependence on h oí the Laplacian at the 
boundary. 
5.1. Laplacian of the velocity field for a Pouseuille flow 
Here we check how well the Laplacian of the analytical solution (5-2) is ap-
proximated when the mirroring-techniques described in the previous sections are 
adopted. Similar calculations have been already performed in Souto et al.15) for the 
linear Couette flow and for a quadratic field, but in that work the evolution of the ki-
netic energy was the only variable monitored for the Pouseuille flow. The Laplacian 
has been evaluated at 200 equidistant points in the interval [0,1] and the parameter 
h is varied. 
Figure 6 displays the Laplacian of (5-2) when the UOM extensión is used. In the 
left panel, the exact result, that is Au = —2, is recovered far from the boundaries 
while the solution diverges as h decreases. To better inspect the dependence of 
Laplacian on the parameter h, the right panel show the Laplacian at the boundary 
(that is, at x2 = 1) using the logarithmic scale. Consistently with the summary 
shown in Table I, the behavior shows a 1/h dependence. 
In Fig. 7 all the other possible extensions have also been plotted. The ASM ex-
tensión reproduces the correct valué in the inner domain but it presents an incorrect 
zero valué at the boundary. The SSM extensión suffers from the same inconsistency 
shown by the UOM formulation. The Takeda extensión reproduces the correct valué 
in the inner boundary but it fails near the boundary where it goes to — 1 instead 
of —2. Finally, the Renormalized Takeda formulation is able to reproduce the cor-
rect valué in the whole domain. All these results are in good agreement with those 
presented in Tables I and II. 
5.2. Numerical simulations of Poiseuille flow 
In this section numerical simulations will be used as a "cross checking" for the 
theoretical conjectures shown before. A time dependent plañe Poiseuille flow can be 
described in R2 by the mathematical expression, see:21) 
P-
du(x2,t) 
~dt -VP + ^Au(x2,t), (5-3) 
where p and ¡i are the fluid density and fluid viscosity respectively. 
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Fig. 7. Laplacian of (5-2) for the different extensions: ASM, SSM, Takeda et al.1 ' and the Renor-
malized Takeda extensión. 
Equation (5-3) has been discretized according to the standard SPH formulation 
in the physical interval [0,1] x [0,1]. Two error sources will be present in the follow-
ing calculations:9) first, due to the use of a kernel smoothing function and second, 
coming from the evaluation of integráis as finite sums. Time integration has been 
performed using a Teap-frog second order scheme22) and the selection of the time 
step has been based on the viscous diffusion and acceleration terms.22) Periodic con-
ditions have been implemented for the inflow and outflow boundaries. For top and 
bottom boundaries UOM, ASM and SSM extensions have been imposed after every 
predictor and corrector loop, while in the Takeda extensión the boundary conditions 
are imposed locally in the viscous forcé calculation loop. Under the assumption that 
the flow is horizontal, the discrete SPH form of Eq. (5-3) is (see Basa et al.20)): 
dua 
= -VPa + Ua, (5-4) 
where the subscript a refers to the particle that carnes over the considered property 
and n a represents the viscous interaction. The kernel will be a normalized Gaussian 
kernel with a support of 3/z,:23) 
W(rab,h) 
r2h ao 
e 'hT 
when rab <3h 
otherwise, 
(5-5) 
where h is the smoothing length, rab = ra — r¿ and rab = \\rab\\ is the Euclidean 
distance between the two particles. Here, the Morris viscosity model (M)2) has been 
used. If the viscosity is constant and a Gaussian kernel is used (see Eq. (5-5)), the 
term Yl¥ has the form: 
" • a 
n f = - 2^ m6n^ vawab = - ¿^ —-—r^^a6 (5-6) 
6eATa beMa Papb n 
in which m is the mass, va5 = ua — Ub, b is an a neighbor particle, VaWab is the 
gradient oí the 6-centered kernel with respect to the coordinates oí particle a and 
Na is the set oí particle a neighbors. 
In each simulation the parameter h is varied while the ratio dx/h is kept constant 
{dx/h = 1/40). The valúes used for the h parameter are h = 10/512,20/512,40/512 
(UOM and ASM) and h = 40/512,80/512,160/512 (Takeda and Renormalized Takeda 
formulation). The stopping criteria used to quit the simulation is: 
max{nfc+1 - v$} < 10"5, (5-7) 
i 
where u\ is the velocity valué oí the fluid particle i at the time step k. 
The equation has been simulated in time until the stopping criteria is reached or 
12000 time steps are completed. The steady state is reached when the pressure gradi-
ent is balanced with the viscous forcé for all fluid particles. The initial velocity used 
for the fluid particles is equal to the exact analytical solution v°(x2) = —^-^2(1—^2) 
in the interval (0,1) and no particle row is set either at X2 = 0 ñor at X2 = 1. In 
the following simulations the valúes of the pressure gradient and dynamic viscosity 
were: V P = -9.8 and ¡i = 0.744. 
When the UOM extensión is used, the viscous forcé calculated according to the 
Laplacian operator has a strong 1/h dependence near the boundaries (see Table I 
and Fig. 6). As a consequence, the viscous forcé felt by the fluid is not computed 
correctly as h varies. Let us denote by u\ and {Auk)b the velocity and the Laplacian 
of the velocity at the fc-th time iteration for the particle closest to the boundary 
respectively. At the zeroth time step, the Laplacian of the exact solution is evaluated 
at the boundary and, consistently with the results highlighted in Table I, gives a 
constant expression plus an extra term / that depends on 1/h and acts on the 
boundaries as a driving shear forcé, see figure 6 for a better comprehension of the 
1/h dependence. 
u p 
(Au°)b = ^ + f, (5-8) 
where f = = ^ ^ . 
Assuming -u° = 0, this spurious forcé / creates a local acceleration near the 
boundaries that increases the local velocity near the boundary as: 
u¡ = u¡ + At (-VP + ?f + /x/) = -AtVP (\ + ^)= uf™'1- (5-9) 
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Fig. 8. (color online) UOM extensión. Velocity profiles for different valúes of the parameter h at 
x\ = 0.5, right: full picture, left: zoomed view in the neighborhood of X2 = 1 (green line). 
This extra velocity uebx ra' is confined near the boundary and prevenís the exact 
analytical solution to verify the discretized equation. At the next time step, a dis-
continuity at the boundary caused by the extra velocity ub' ra' and the zero extended 
field is present. This type of discontinuities are not included in this paper. However, 
calculations similar to the ones performed in §3 reveal that the Laplacian of such 
a velocity field gives an extra term at the boundary that is equal to M$ub ra' /h2. 
Denoting this term by g, at the first time step we get: 
(Au1)b = o(^j+0(f)+g. 
Consequently the next time step, the velocity variation at the boundary is: 
'du\ „ „ .
 0/VPN 
dt = -VP + O V 2 + »(Otf)+g). 
(540) 
(541) 
To obtain the stationary state all forces must be balanced. This requires that the 
driving forces —VP + 0(=^-) equilíbrate the opposite viscous forces ¡j,(0(f) + g). 
As a consequence, when the stationary condition is attained, a residual velocity is 
accumulated near the boundaries. This velocity ub ra'n has to satisfy: 
fi-
Mouí 
h? = o 
-VP 
+ o[ -VP Mi 
~h 
(542) 
This means that when the steady state is reached, a slip velocity uebx ra'n ~ 0(h) + 
0(h2) remains as an error in the stationary state. Remarkably, the inconsistency 
due to the UOM extensión has been removed thanks to the presence of the extra 
friction term g and the residual velocity uebx ra'n tends to zero when the smoothing 
length h decreases. 
In Fig. 8 the velocity profiles for three different valúes of h interpolated at the 
middle line x\ = 0.5 are shown near the boundary X2 = 1. The h dependence of the 
velocity profiles can be observed when this kind of extensión is used, as h is increased 
the velocity valué is greater at X2 = 1. 
Analogously when the SSM extensión is used, the viscous forcé has also a strong 
1/h dependence near the boundary. This causes that the pressure gradient is not cor-
rectly balanced specially near the boundaries where the velocity valúes over-predict 
the expected zero valué. As before, the result of the first Laplacian applied to the 
exact solution is a constant expression plus an extra term / that varies as 1/h where 
the boundary is extended and acts as a driving shear forcé. This forcé will créate an 
extra velocity ub ra' . The SSM extensión will produce an extended field that will 
approach ub ra' at both sides of the boundary. Consequently, no discontinuity is 
produced at the boundary and there is no balanced forcé g = 0. As a consequence 
the velocity grows without convergence and the non-slip boundary condition is lost 
in the process. Therefore, the SSM extensión it is not a suitable approach in order 
to enforce this boundary condition. 
When the ASM extensión is used, the viscous forcé has no dependence on 1/h, 
and it is just incorrectly calculated at the boundary where it valué goes to zero. The 
result of the first Laplacian applied to the exact solution is a constant expression 
that tends to zero where the boundary is extended, 
(Au°)b = 0. (543) 
Due to incorrect calculation of the Laplacian the pressure gradient is not balanced 
near the boundary by the viscous forcé. Assuming ub = 0, the lack of friction near 
the boundary creates a local extra velocity uextra'1 as: 
u
1
b=u°b-AtVP = uebxtra'1. (5-14) 
Similarly to the UOM case, ub ra' is confined near the boundary and does not allow 
the exact analytical solution to verify the discretized equation. In the subsequent 
time step, a discontinuity generates at the boundary between the extra velocity 
ub'
 ra
' and the asymmetric extended field. The Laplacian of this extra field g is 
proportional to M$ub ra' /h2. 
{Aul)b = {Au\ + (Auextra)b = 9- (5-15) 
Consequently the next time step, the velocity variation at the boundary is: 
( * X = - v p + í ! ^ - (M6) 
To obtain the stationary state the forces —VP and ¡j,g must be balanced. As a 
consequence, the presence of a slip velocity ub ra'n is necessary to produce a forcé g 
that acts in the opposite direction to the driving shear — VP, creating a local friction 
that equilibrates the global momentum. As a result when the stationary condition 
is obtained a residual velocity is always accumulated near the boundaries. At the 
equilibrium state, this velocity ub ra'n should be as 
*-, T-, extra,n 
V P u. 
¡i h2 
M0. (547) 
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Fig. 9. (color online) ASM extensión. Velocity profiles for different valúes of the parameter h at 
x\ = 0.5, right: full picture, left: zoomed view in the neighborhood of X2 = 1 (green line). 
0(h2) remains as an error in the stationary state. rrn • , i , extra,n ims means that ub ~ 
In Fig. 9 the velocity profiles for three different valúes of h interpolated at 
X\ = 0.5 are shown. If we zoom the velocity profiles near the boundary we can 
observe that they have a h2 dependence when the ASM extensión is used. 
When Takeda's extensión is used, the result of the first Laplacian applied to the 
exact solution is a constant expression that tends to one, see Table I, 
V P (Au\ = ^ - . (548) 
Assuming ub = 0, the lack of friction near the boundary creates a local extra velocity 
as: 
ul=u°b-AtVP + At—=ulxtra'1. (549) 
In the subsequent time step, a discontinuity occurs at the boundary between uebx ra' 
and the extended field. The Laplacian of this spurious field at the boundary uebx ra' , 
denoted by g, is proportional to M$uhx ra' /h2 
(Aul)b = (Au°)b + (Av: extra,1\ = o 
/ V P 
v2/x + 9-
(5-20) 
Consequently the next time step, the variation of the velocity at the boundary is: 
= -VP + o(^-)+fi,g. (5-21) du\ „ „ . / V P \ dt) 
To obtain the stationary state the forces — ¥f- and ¡j,g must be balanced. This 
requires that the forcé \xg is opposite to the driving shear ^f- and creates a local 
friction that equilibrates the global momentum. As a result when the stationary 
condition is attained a residual velocity is always accumulated near the boundaries. 
This velocity i/hx ra'n should be as: 
V P 
2/x 
extra,n 
h2 -Mn. 
(5-22) 
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Fig. 10. (color online) Takeda extensión. Velocity profiles for different valúes of the parameter h 
at x\ = 0.5, right: full picture, left: zoomed view in the neighborhood of X2 = 1 (green line). 
The velocity valúes out of the fluid domain are not representative due to the local character of 
the boundary condition. 
Similarly to the ASM extensión, this means that u^x ra'n ~ 0(h?) and remains as an 
error in the stationary state. 
In Fig. 10 the velocity profiles for three different valúes of h interpolated at 
x\ = 0.5 are shown. It must be taken into account that the velocity valúes out of 
the fluid domain are not representative due to the local character of the boundary 
condition. 
Finally, if the Renormalized Takeda formulation is used, the result of the first 
Laplacian applied to the exact solution is ^ everywhere. 
(Au° VP 
¡i 
(5-23) 
which balances exactly the pressure gradient in all the fluid domain. The differential 
equation is well solved and the boundary condition matches for all h valúes, see 
Fig. 11. 
This example permits to show that most of the extensión (U0M, ASM and 
Takeda) present a h or a h2 dependence when they are implemented. Consequently, it 
seems that the damage is restricted to áreas of size h in the vicinity of the boundaries. 
A problem of order h is not always a small problem in SPH, due to the fact that in 
many situations a distance h contains a number of particles ~ h/dx where wrong 
fluid mechanics is performed. The Renormalized Takeda formulation eliminates the 
h dependence and the velocity profiles match the expected boundary conditions. 
§6. Flow past a circular cylinder 
Here we analyze the evolution of the flow past a circular cylinder and compare 
the results obtained by using the various formulations and mirroring techniques 
studied in the previous sections. In all the cases, Re = UD/u = 200 (D is the 
cylinder diameter, U is the incoming velocity and v is the kinematic viscosity) and 
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Fig. 11. (color online) Renormalized Takeda extensión. Velocity profiles for different valúes of the 
parameter h at x\ = 0.5, right: full picture, left: zoomed view in the neighborhood of X2 = 1 
(green line) . The velocity valúes out of the fluid domain are not representative due to the local 
character of the boundary condition. 
Table III. Flow past a circular cylinder: comparison between the Renormalized Takeda forniulation 
and the experimental and numerical results available in the literature (Re = 200). 
Weiselsberger26' (exp.) 
Wille27) (exp.) 
Henderson28' (num.) 
Zhan et al.29 ' (num.) 
Ng et al.30) (num.) 
Lecointe & Piquet31 ' (num.) 
Braza et al.32 ' (num.) 
Willamson33' (exp.) 
Roshko34 ' (exp.) 
Kovasznay35' (exp.) 
spatial resolution: D/dx —> 
Renormalized Takeda 
CD 
1.28 
1.30 
1.36 
1.41 
1.373 ±0.05 
1.46 ±0.04 
1.40 ±0.05 
-
-
-
20 40 80 
1.31 ±0 .03 1.45 ±0.05 1.48 ±0.05 
CL 
-
-
-
-
0.724 
0.70 
0.75 
-
-
-
20 40 80 
0.48 0.65 0.69 
St 
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.20 
0.197 
0.19 
0.19 
20 40 80 
0.21 0.21 0.21 
we consider only the Laplacian formula of Monaghan et al.3) (see formula (2-12)). 
The adopted numerical scheme is described in detail in Marrone et al.24) while the 
boundary conditions used to model inflow and outflow are defined in Federico et 
al.25) The circular cylinder is placed at 3D from the inflow, at 13D from the outflow 
and at 5D from the side-boundaries. Along these, free slip conditions have been 
imposed. 
Figure 12 shows some snapshots of the flow evolution around the cylinder during 
one vortex shedding period. Both stream and vorticity lines are displayed and the 
simulation has been performed using the Renormalized Takeda formulation described 
in §4. 
To make the analysis more quantitative, Table III provides the drag and lift 
coefficients (CD and C¿ respectively) and the Strouhal number St predicted by nu-
Fig. 12. Stream lines and vorticity contours around a circular cylinder for Re = 200 (D is the 
cylinder diameter and T is the vortex shedding period). The Laplacian of the velocity field has 
been modeled using the Renormalized Takeda formulation. 
merical simulations and experimental measurements available in the literature for 
Re = 200. These are compared with the results obtained by using the Renormal-
ized Takeda formulation for three different spatial resolutions. This analysis shows 
that the novel formulation rapidly reaches converged valúes for CD, CL and St and, 
further, that these valúes are in good agreement with those available in the literature. 
With respect to the Renormalized Takeda formulation both the UOM and ASM 
techniques show some inaccuracies. Specifically, the UOM technique underestimates 
b i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
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Fig. 13. Drag (left) and Lift (left) coeíñcients as predicted by using the Renormalized Takeda 
formulation (solid lines) and the U0M mirroring technique (dashed lines). Here, D/dx = 80. 
Fig. 14. Mínimum separation angle as predicted by using the Renormalized Takeda formulation 
(left panel) and the ASM mirroring technique (right panel). Here, D/dx = 80. 
both the drag and lift coefficients (see Fig. 13) and, therefore, seems to be less accu-
rate in the prediction of the global loads and global quantities in general. Conversely, 
the ASM technique shows some inaccuracy in the description of the local features of 
the flow. For example, it tends to underestimate the minimum separation angle (see 
Fig. 14). Wu et al.36) predicted this angle to be around 107 degrees (both exper-
iments and numerical simulations were performed) while the simulations with the 
ASM technique shows an angle of about 99 degrees. In this case, the angle predicted 
through the Renormalized Takeda formulation is around 109 degrees and, therefore, 
is in good agreement with the results of Wu et al.36) 
§7. Conclusions and future work 
A rigorous mathematical description of the effect of extending unidireccional 
velocity fields by mirroring techniques to impose no slip boundary conditions in SPH 
has been presented. The analytical extensión has been performed by using the most 
representative mirroring techniques, namely dummy particles, ghost particles with 
symmetric and antisymmetric velocity mirroring and the Takeda et al.1) boundary 
integráis. The behavior of the most common operators (function approximation, 
gradient and Laplacian) of the SPH continuous approximation of the fluid mechanics 
equations have been analyzed using a general difíerentiable flow field. On the basis of 
the fact that the exact representation of the SPH operators should be recovered when 
the smoothing length parameter h tends to zero, the dependence of these results on h 
has been studied. According to the calculations performed, the following conclusions 
can be drawn: 
1. The SPH approximation of the velocity fields is consistent in all the extensions. 
2. Inconsistencies in the SPH integral representation of the differential operators 
(gradient and Laplacian) have been found for linear and quadratic fields near 
the solid boundary. Such inconsistencies are caused by the extensión of the 
velocity field to the whole domain which creates a point at the boundary where 
the first and/or second derivative are not well defined. For some combinations 
of flow fields and mirroring techniques, they can appear either as incorrect val-
úes on the evaluation of those operators (average valué between discontinuous 
derivative at both sides) or as singularities (presence of Dirac delta functions 
at the boundary). These results do not depend on the viscosity model used. As 
a consequence, this means that in some cases there is no convergence towards 
the exact equations as the resolution and the number of neighbors are simulta-
neously increased in the numerical computations (e.g. Colagrossi et al.14) and 
Souto et al.15)) 
3. The Renormalized Takeda extensión permits a consistent redefinition such that 
all the operators converge towards the correct valúes. This original result shows 
that in those problems where the Laplacian operator plays an important phys-
ical role, a consistent implementation of the no-slip boundary conditions is 
possible. 
The theoretical inconsistencies summarized above are the main cause of the inac-
curacies observed in the numerical test cases of §§5 and 6. This further proves the 
relevance of the present study for practical applications of SPH schemes. 
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Appendix A 
Integral Identities 
1. By symmetry, since F is a radial function, 
/ p(y)F(\y\)dy = 0, (A-l) 
for any function ip such tha t <p(yi,.., -yk, ••••,Vd) = -<fi(y)-
2. Another useful identity is the one concerning the second moments of F(|a;|). 
By definition, 
xkF (\x\) =-dXkW (\x\), (A-2) 
and integration by parts gives: 
x
2
kF{\x\)dx = - xkdXkW (\x\) dx = 1, (A-3) 
JRd 
therefore, summing over k we get: 
\x\2 F (\x\) dx = d. (A-4) 
3. Now, we compute the moments of F(|a;|) on the half-space R _^. After using 
(A-2) and integrating by parts, we find that the first moment is given by: 
xdF(\x\)dx = / W{\x'\)dx'. (A-5) 
In view of (A-3) and the radiality of the integrand, the second moment equals: 
/ x2dF{\x\)dx = \. (A-6) 
Finally, combining (A-2) and integration by parts, we have for p > 2: 
x
p
dF(\x\)dx = - i xpd-ldXdW{\x\)dx 
= (p-l) í xpd-2W(\x\)dx = ^ - ^ í \xd\p-2W(\x\)dx. (A-7) 
7 R | ¿ Jw,d 
4. The following integráis appear when dealing with the Monaghan-Cleary-Gingold3) 
approximation of the Laplacian. 
d \x\2 Vl " d + 2' 
•
hVhd - " - - L 
< l x ? F { ] x n " x = WTTy (A-8) 
/ ^F{\x\)dx = ] ¡ F{\x\)dx, 
Jwd \x\ a Jwd 
í ^F(\x\)dx = ±- í F(\x\)dx. (A-9) 
m¿_ \X\ 2a Jwd 
For the sake of completeness, we prove the identity (A-8). Note that, using the 
generalized spherical coordinates and using (A-4), we get: 
í ^F(\x\)dx= í OleldO ¡°° rd+lF{r)dr = — í 6¡62dd6, 
jRd \x\ J§d-1 J0 Lüd J§d-1 
(A-10) 
where w<¿ denotes the volume of the (d — 1)-dimensional sphere. Therefore, it 
suffices to compute the spherical integral on the right hand side of (A-10). By 
symmetry, we have that: 
2 
Wd I ( y ^ n dO = d{d-l)¡ 6¡e2dde + d í 0\d0- (A-ll) 
Jsd-í \~[ J Jsd-í Jsd-í 
de = -¡ (el-e2dfde. 
4
 J§d-1 
(A-12) 
and, applying a rotation of angle 7r/4 on the plañe containing the directions 9\ 
and Od, we get: 
/ 9\elde=f í(^_^)i
 in^ + M d C O S ^ l 
Jgd-i Jgd-i l 2 2 2 
Collecting terms of the identity above, we conclude that: 
í e\e\de = - f efde. (A-i3) 
7§d-i 3 JSd-i 
This, together with identity (A-ll), gives: 
-S^wh- (A'14) 
and the result follows immediately. 
Appendix B 
Alternative Equivalent Representation 
of Continuous SPH Operators 
In this appendix we gather some equivalent formulations of the continuous SPH 
approximations of differential operators that are useful in deriving the main results 
of this article. 
• First-order derivatives. After a change of variables, expression (2-8) may be 
rewritten as: 
<*.«> <*> = ¡¡¿r i « M ^ " ( ^ ) *=' (B-i.) 
= \ ¡ u(x + hy) ykF (\y\) dy. (B-lb) 
• The Laplacian. Analogously, the expression (2-10) for the Laplacian can sim-
plified as follows: 
(Au)M (x) = - ^ í (u (x') - u (x)) F O^j^) dx', (B-2a) 
2 
h? 
I (u(x + hy)-u(x))F(\y\)dy. (B-2b) 
• The Monaghan-Cleary-Gíngold3) Laplacian. The j t h component of the Lapla-
cian (2-12) of the velocity field u can be written as: 
( ^ U >MCG 0») 
_ 2 ( d + 2) f (x'-x) • {u(x') -u(x)) (\x'-x\ 
hd+2 JRd \x'-x\2 V h 
2(d + 2) í y-{u{x + hy)-u{x)) 
h2 JKd \y\ 
F ' ' (x'j -
 Xj) dx' (B-3a) 
t (u(x
 
 hy)-u(x )F{lyl)y3dy_ ^ 
Jv,d \y\ 
Consequently, it follows that: 
2 
(Au)^ (x) = 2{dJt2) í (u(xd + hyd) - u(xd)) - % F (\y\) dy, (B-4) 
d - • • •• , _ . , 2 ' h2 Js,  \y 
and 
(Zh^M C G = 0, f o r j=2 , . . . , d . (B-5) 
Let us compare the formulas for the SPH Laplacian (B-2b) and (B-4) with the 
well-known exact formula based on the mean: 
A t X 2 d 
Au{x) = — 
d_ I u (x + hy) dy — u (x) 
Av\<i 
+ O (h2) , (B-6) 
where, recall, u¿ stands for the volume of the unit sphere in Rd. Note that this 
formula can be obtained by replacing the function F(|a;|) with the characteristic 
function of the unit ball in Rd. 
B.l. Derivation of the main results 
In the following, we deduce the various expressions presented in §2. 
1. Constant extensión. The expression for the derivative is the following: 
(dXkü) (x', 0)=lf u (hyd) ykF (\y\) dy - ^ / ykF (\y\) dy. (B-7) 
Consequently, the expression (3-8) is obtained from the identity (A-5). Regard-
ing the approximations of the Laplacian, we get: 
(Aü)M(x',0) 
2 
¥ 
2 
¥ 
2 
¥ 
u{hyd)F(\y\)dy + UB F (\y\) dy - u (0) F(\y\)dy 
u{hyd)F{\y\)dy-UB F{\y\)dy 
d Jad 
u(hyd)F(\y\)dy-^[ F{\y\)dy 
(Aü)MCG (x',0 
_2(d + 2) 
~ ¥ 
-u(0) 
2 (d + 2) 
¥ 
2 (d + 2) 
2 /• 2 
u (%¿) - % F (IÍ/I) dy + UB - % F (\y\) dy 
\y\ Js.i \y\ 
vi 
\y\ 
F{\y\)dy 
2 /• 2 
u (%¿) ^ F (IÍ/I) dy-UB - % F (\y\) dy 
i \y\ Js.i \y\ 
uihy^-^FdyDdy-1^- í F (\x\) dx 
d \ii\ ¿a .
 Kd \y\ 
(B-8) 
the last identity being a consequence of Eq. (A-9). 
2. Antisymmetric extensión. We now derive the expressions for the boundary 
valúes for the ASM mirroring. 
<ü> (x'} 0) = / u (hyd) W (\y\) dy + / [2UB - u (hyd)\ W (\y\) dy 
= 2UB[ W{\y\)dy = UB. 
The derivative is given by 
(dXdü){x',ti) = \ ¡ u{hyd)ydF{\y\)dy-\¡ {2UB - u{hyd))ydF {\y\)dy 
u(hyd)ydF(\y\)dy 2UB VdF(\y\)dy, (B-9) 
where the identity (A-5) has been used to get the last equality. The approxi-
mations of the Laplacian behave as: 
(Aü)M(x',0)= — [ u(hyd)F(\y\)dy- u (hyd) F (\y\) dy 
+2UB í F(\y\)dy-UB í F(\y\)dy) = 0 . 
JRÍ JRd I 
An analogous reasoning gives (Añ)MC(x',Ú) = 0 for the Monaghan-Cleary-
Gingold3) approximation. 
3. Symmetric extensión. The formulas for the SSM mirroring are derived in the 
following. Since ñ is even in xd, we get 
< ü ) ( x ' , 0 ) = 2 / u(hyd)W(\y\)dy. 
Now, 
{dXdu)(x',ti)=\¡ u{hyd)ydF{\y\)dy-\f u(hyd)ydF (\y\) dy = 0. 
The Laplacian behaves as: 
(Aü)M{x',0) 
u{hyd)F{\y\)dy+ í u (hyd) F (\y\) dy - UB í F (\y\) dy) 
Js,d Js,d 
2 
2 / u(hyd)F(\y\)dy-UB í F (\y\) dy 
Js,í Js,d 
For what concerns the Monaghan-Cleary-Gingold approximation of the Lapla-
cian, using identity (A-9) we get: 
<^ü)M C G (x ' ,0) 
_ 2(d + 2) 
~ h2 
_ 2(d + 2) 
~ h2 
2 / u(hyd)^F(\y\)dy-UB í -^F (\y\) 
JR<1 \y\ Js,d \y\ 
u{hyd)%F{\y\)dy UB 
\y\ 
Á (\y\)dy 
F(\y\)dy 
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